Request for Formal Medical Teaching Credit or Letter

Thank You for Providing A Formal Medical Education Lecture to McLaren Health Care

McLaren Health Care is accredited by the AOA as a CME sponsor. As an AOA CME sponsor, formal medical education lectures to medical students and residents can be reported to the AOA on your behalf and is eligible for AOA Category 1-A credit. https://osteopathic.org/wp-content/uploads/CME-Activity-Descriptions.pdf

- **DOs**: The current AOA reporting cycle is from January 2022 to December 2024. The submitted hours are reported to the AOA quarterly (March/June/September/December)
  - Medical Teaching credit is granted on an hour-for-hour basis.
  - Preparation of the lecture does NOT qualify for CME Credit.

- **MDs**: Formal Delivery of a medical education lecture is an activity that may be claimed for AMA PRA Category 2 Credit. This activity is self-reported and self-documented by the physician. Please keep the automated letter for Licensing documentation.

  * Once reported to the AOA, it may take up to six weeks for the hours to appear on your transcript.

**Request for Credits for a formal medical education lecture Guidelines:**
For hours earned, requests for AOA credits or letters documenting formal lectures will be processed by the IPCE Department.

- **AOA Credit Request – DOs Only**
  - If you would like the IPCE department to submit AOA credits on your behalf, please complete the following form.
  - You will need to complete this form for each formal lecture.
  - You will automatically receive a letter for the reported hours upon completion of this form

*Disclaimer* Please note that McLaren Academic Affairs department provides you with the opportunity to claim CE credits, Preceptor credits and Teaching credits. It is the responsibility of the physician to keep track of all credits earned. McLaren is not responsible for tracking credits for physician audits or any other reason.

Sincerely,
Academic Affairs
McLaren Health Care

The link or QR code to the Formal Lecture form is: https://forms.gle/CGFh9kbayUXKG1Kj8